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THE
STORABLE
APPROACH

Storable’s Rental Center™ 2.0 was designed to make the online move-in process easier than ever before to help
operators supercharge the revenue generation capabilities of their facility website. Storable’s industry leading
online move in tool delivers:
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Storable Rental Center™ 2.0
Capability Overview
At Storable, we believe that your facility’s website should do more than just help you
capture leads - it should convert those leads to tenants so you don’t have to. To learn
more about how Storable’s integrated-platform approach can help you get more out of
your facility website, connect with the Storable team today!

COMPREHENSIVE SETTINGS
AND CUSTOMIZATIONS
Required Information Customization - Tailor the move-in process
to the needs of your business by choosing which information is
collected and required from customers for an online rental
Reservation Timeline Customization - Set custom limits, specific to
the operational requirements of your business, on the number of
days in advance a customer is able to reserve a unit or schedule a
move-in
Unit Image and Slideshow - Show off your amenities with unit
images and slideshows to instill confidence in potential customers
who want to know exactly what they’re paying for
Customizable Text Fields - Accurately represent your facility’s
unique unit and amenity mix with customizable unit and amenity
description fields

ENHANCED USER INTERFACE
AND USER EXPERIENCE
Automated Confirmation and Notification - Let the software do the
work with automatic confirmation emails and notifications
delivered straight to your management software every time a
customer completes an online reservation or move-in
Search Filters and Space Calculator - Guide your customers to the
unit that meets their unique needs though a new space calculator
and search filters like: amenities, unit size, and unit price
One Page Move-in - Increase the likelihood of conversion and keep
things simple for your customers by allowing them to complete the
entire move-in process on one page
New Tenant Portal - Enhance customer trust with an updated
tenant portal that is stylized to match the feel of the move-in flow

REACH US
Connect with the Storable team today!
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